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as his place has been ably filled by Gilles, former state amateur champion of Texas.

Technology will be represented in the 115 lb. class by P. Y. Lee. Lee had not been in his own class for two years and has won from many heavier men. Harvard will be well cared for in this class by Devar, who has not lost this year.

In the 125 lb. class rounds of Technology will oppose Davidson of Harvard. In the 155 lb. class Gilles will be Technology's representative. He will be opposed by Carper of Harvard.

In the 165 lb. class, Goodell of Technology will meet Pope of Harvard.

In the 185 lb. class Wood will work for Technology against William Brumon of Harvard. This bout will prove to be very fast as both men are speedy and strong.

Considering the teams as a whole, they appear about evenly matched and either will have to show great form to win.

After Harvard Technology will have four more meets with some of the strongest teams in the country. On March 3 the team goes to Springfield Training School. March 13 another attempt will be made to reach Penn State without mishap. The other two meets will be with Andover, March 20, and Tech's rise to a natural height.
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be called "gang." They were low enough to stoop to the trick and had the votes to put it through.

Let us see who the leaders of this pretty little scheme were. Urquhart, Sear, Leeb and the rest of the same crowd? Sear, Chairman of the Interfraternity Council, which has died a natural death in his hands; president of the Chemical Society, which got into such shape that the Finance Committee started an investigation; and treasurer of last year's Technology whose addresses and credentials are still good. Leeb, chairman of the Point System Committee that received a vote of censure from the Institute Committee in spite of the efforts of his henchmen to prevent it, and whose chief function on the Institute Committee is to move adjournment. Of Urquhart the worst that can be said of him is that, he seems to be the best of a bad crowd, and erred only in accepting the position. Some bunch, are they not? Leeb them over, and then stop and remember that they had the nerve to defy their class, that they dared to drag rotten dirty politics into their elections, and into Technology.

Three of the criticisms that will undoubtedly be raised on this communication are: first, what business is it of his anyway, lie is not a Senator. Second, he is dragging the natural out into the open and so making it worse. Third, he is a fraternity brother of the defeated candidate. To this first I maintain that an affair of this sort should concern the Institute as a whole, for it is her name, as well as that of the class, that is disgraced. The second is hardly sound anyway for the rottenness of the affair is now only a ranking sore, and it will do it good to be fought out in public. As to third, I can only say that I have tried to be as open minded as possible and have probably not succeeded wholly. The light, if there must be one, should be in the open, it should not be carried on by talking and scheming behind men's backs, and it is up to every Tech man to ask himself just where he stands.

UNLESS I AM very much mistaken the verdict will be prompt and to the point.

CHARLES W. LOGGERS, '16
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Henry Palmer Sabin--52 votes; Delta Tau Delta, Course IV; Cotlon L. Ovista, Tufts-War (1-2), Class Crew (1-2), Assistant Art Editor Technique, President Architectural Society (4), Walker Memorial Committee (2).

Waldo Francis Pike--52 votes; Beta Theta Pi, Course I, Class Baseball (8), Member C. E. Society.

William Rea Holyway--52 votes; Sigma Nu (Durham); Course XI, Member Executive Committee, C. E. Society (4), President Forum (4).

Gabe Brooks Hilton--52 votes; Phi Gamma Delta, Course III, Walker Club, Beaver Club, Class President (1), Student Senate (2), Secretary Student Senate (1).

Henry Palmer Sabin--32 votes: Phi Delta Theta, Course IV, President C. E. Society (4), Secretary and Treasurer Student Senate (1), Member Technical Committee (3).

Waldo Francis Pike--32 votes; Beta Theta Pi, Course I, Class Baseball (8), Member C. E. Society.

William Rea Holyway--32 votes: Sigma Nu (Durham), Course XI, Member Executive Committee, C. E. Society (4), President Forum (4).

NEW RECORDS FOR UNION

Sixteen Selections Provided For Union Vicrola.


E. M. Berligner, '06, is the donor of the Instrument.
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